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Abstract
Many important yet not fully resolved problems in computational photography and image enhancement, e.g. generating well-lit images from their low-light counterparts or
producing RGB images from their RAW camera inputs share
a common nature: discovering a color mapping between
input pixels to output pixels based on both global information and local details. We propose a novel deep neural network architecture to learn the RAW to RGB mapping based
on this common nature. This architecture consists of both
global and local sub-networks, where the first sub-network
focuses on determining illumination and color mapping, the
second sub-network deals with recovering image details.
The result of the global network serves as a guidance to the
local network to form the final RGB images. Our method
outperforms state-of-the-art with a significantly smaller size
of network features on various image enhancement tasks.

1. Introduction
Modern cameras sequentially perform many signal processing steps to reconstruct an RGB image from a RAW
sensor input, which has only 1 color per pixel, either red,
green or blue. This sequential processing pipeline, namely
Image Signal Processing (ISP) is complicated, which consists of various stages, for example, defect pixel removal,
denoising [2], demosaicing [17], gamma correction, white
balancing [13] and so on. Different ISP pipelines have to be
tuned by different groups of well-trained camera experts for
a relatively long time before it can be used in the commercial cameras. Domain knowledge such as optics, mechanics
of the cameras, electronics and human perception of colors
and contrast are necessary in this tuning process. Replacing this highly skilled and tedious tuning process with deep
neural network is a recent research direction in computational photography [26, 24, 12]. In addition to replacing
the ISP with machine learning models, generating well-lit
images from their low-light version is another interesting

Figure 1. Network architecture

direction in this field [20, 21, 5, 4, 33, 39, 28]. The problem
suffers from low signal-to-noise ratio and lack of semantic content. Since only an extremely low number of photons
can be captured by the camera with low exposure time in already very dark scenarios, substantial noise contamination
is inevitable. More than 1 type of noise exists in this low
light RAW images, including dark pattern noise, Poisson
noise and scan line noise. In the meantime, color mapping
schema from the RAW image to final RGB channels is hard
to learn because of lack of content.
We propose to solve these two problems with a common architecture. The network first learns color and illumination mapping in a resized domain, then learns image
detail recovery with the patches cropped from full resolu1

between them, for example, dual illumination [36] and perceptual similarity [37]. These methods often have many
heuristics and are not applicable to extreme, less than 0.1
second exposure in the dark scene, low light. Learning
based methods [20, 21, 29, 5, 39, 28, 11, 19, 4] are of the
mainstream in low light image recovery. Within these networks, only [5, 39, 28, 33, 19, 4] take RAW images captured with extreme low light scenarios, we focus on them.
Chen et al. [5] release See In the Dark (SID) dataset and
propose a huge u-net to learn the recovering process, later
they extend this work to video [4]. Liba et al. [19] present
an extreme low-light recovery method based on merging a
set of burst images. Zhu et al. [39] propose an edge-aware
model to better learn edge details in the recovery. Zamie et
al. [33] use the exactly same architecture as Chen et al.’s
[5], but adding a perceptual loss based on VGG19 to better
recover the context of the images. Wang et al. [28] adopts
a model similar to Lv et al.’s model [21], which consists of
a set of multi resolution feature extractions and fusions. In
a more recent work, [32] tries to recover image information
according to different frequency components, where the low
frequency information is created via a Gaussian filter. All
these methods report their performance on SID data set [5],
we compare our method with them also in SID data set, details are shown in Section Evaluation.
Replacing the expert-tuned ISP with a fully automatic
method relies more and more on deep learning, all of the
recent methods approach it by training an end-to-end deep
neural network [26, 24, 12]. Schwartz et al. [26] release
a data set, named Samsung S7 data set, contains RAW and
RGB image pairs with both short and medium exposures.
They design a network that first process the image locally
then globally. Ratnasingam [24] replicates the steps of a full
ISP with a group of sub networks, achieves the-state-of-theart by training and testing on a set of synthetic images.
Recently, training a network with 2 stages becomes common in RAW image to RGB transformation. DeepISP[26],
CameraNet [18] and Decomposition-and-Enhancement
network[32] all adopt this strategy: 1 sub-network for detail recovery (usually just denoising) and 1 sub-network for
color and luminance recovery. Our network also follows
this line of ideas, however, we have very unique design here:

tions. We name the first part as the global sub-network,
which is a stacked U-net, while the second part as the local sub-network, which consists of several residual blocks.
This design enables our network to be used with arbitrary
resolution.
Our main contributions include
• Learning method of replacing the ISP and en-lighting
extreme low light images with a common deep neural network architecture (Figure 1), which achieves the
state-of-the-art with significantly lower number (about
20%) of features;
• Use stacked U-nets to learn global mappings as the
guidance network, which is then used to guide the local
color mapping in the detail recovery stage, see Section
3.2;
• A new training method for the local sub-network with
introducing intermediate ground truth, see Section 3.3.
This novel training method yields a 0.3db peak signal
to noise ratio increase according to the ablation study
with an exactly same network architecture.

2. Related Work
Computational photography is an active topic across
computer vision, graphics, image processing and machine
learning. Research in this domain is always closer to real
world applications and can be integrated to consumer electronics more naturally. For example, different to traditional
image processing, i.e. RGB image denoising [34, 16, 35,
31, 15], denoising in the RAW domain [22, 10, 1, 9] has a
wider usage in the current industrial pipeline. We focus on
research works that take RAW as input, generating RGB as
output, and briefly review them in this section.
Difficulties in computational photography research can
be summarized into 2 aspects:
1. ISP tuning requires a lot of domain knowledge, and
different ISPs may produce totally different results. It
is not trivial to reproduce the full ISP pipeline with
a single end-to-end method without understanding the
details inside. Subjective quality metrics and heuristic
rules used during ISP design complicates the algorithmic replication even further[26].

1. Opposite to CameraNet and DeepISP, we perform
color recovery before denoising, which is similar to
Decomposition-and-Enhancement network, learns to
recovery low frequency component before higher frequency component;

2. RAW images always contain different kinds of capture
noise, and which pattern is unknown. Solutions based
presumably specific kind of noise, like Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AGWN), for example methods like
[34] and [35] will fail on real image denoising. This
inability is widely discussed in [10, 1].

2. Our method recovers RGB information in a fixed resized domain, which is distinct to all other state-ofthe-art, and proved to be efficient in Evaluation.

Generating well-lit images from their low light counterpart is a well-studied but yet unresolved topic, many traditional efforts aim at finding bidirectional correspondences

3. Different to Decomposition-and-Enhancement network, we recover the image high frequency details by
2

taking both the original raw image and the recovered
low frequency image as inputs to the detail recovery
sub-network. This choice is based on a natural observation: although contaminated by the noise, the orignal
input contains many useful local details. Furthermore,
by adopting this scheme, we can further take advantage
of progressive training shown later in Section Methodology.

stacked with the local input at exactly the same location.
This pair of stacked images are the inputs of the local subnet, as shown in Figure 1. Each level of encoder reduces
both the height and the width by a factor of 2 and each level
of decoder increases them in an opposite way. In the bottleneck of each u-net, we stack the features with the tiled
properties (exposure rate for low light image recovery; lens
position, digital gain, analogue gain and exposure time for
ISP learning). Then, we feed the stacked features into a set
of residual blocks. This design is based on observations:
properties affect the global image quality, e.g. shorter exposure time or lower digital gain often leads to larger amount
of noise; lens position affects the vignette effect.
The local sub-net is simply a group of residual blocks.
This sub network takes the guidance–color corrected image
patches, learnt from the global part to guide the process of
local input patches. As shown in Figure 2, the learnt global
patch, cropped and resized from the smaller resolution full
image, has better color, but looks blurry, since the local information is missing, while in the meantime, the local input
patch has more details around edges, but the color is incorrect and also noisy.

3. Methodology
In some commercial ISP, complex algorithms related to
overall color and brightness histograms, type of scene and
light source are performed on full but resized to smallerresolution images. On the contrary, some other relatively
simple algorithms, e.g. defect pixel detecting and replacing,
denoising, demosacing and deblurring, are performed on individual pixels. We named the first ones global operations
and the second ones local operations. These local operations involve only a limited number of neighboring pixels,
i.e. filters with compact support.
We follow this principle: use a more complex low resolution guidance network to reconstruct a low resolution target
image; use a high resolution correction network to obtain a
final RGB images from high resolution input RAW images
and up-sampled outputs of the guidance network. This idea
is common to 2 different computational photography tasks:
low-light image recovery and learning the ISP.
There exist several architectures applying similar approaches [25, 6, 8, 29]. Chen et al. [6] uses target low
resolution image as a guidance to modify input high resolution image via bilateral filtering, which speedups slow
algorithms by applying them at a smaller scale. This work
is further extended with deep neural nets by Gharbi et al.
in [8], namely HDRnet, where they use a CNN to generate
a lookup table for different pixels positions and brightness
levels. Wang and Zhang et al. [29] further extends in this
path, by replacing the lookup table learning with illumination estimation [7] to recover the image from under exposure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3.1. Network Architecture
We define our network architecture in Figure 1. The
global (left) part takes resized raw images (usually 4 channels for Bayer pattern) as the input (for low light application, we also multiply the input raw with the exposure
time ratio as described by [5]), output also a resized image
with RGB 3 channels. In practice, we set the resize size as
512 × 512. With this choice, we can use deeper u-nets than
[5].
Stacked u-nets with the exact same structure are adopted.
Each u-net outputs a resized RGB image, and this intermediate output will be used as the input of the next u-net. The
output of the last u-net will be cropped and resized and then

Figure 2. Local learning: by stacking (a) input patch with (b)
cropped patch from the result image of the global guidance network, we learn a (c) more detailed output patch; (d) is the ground
truth patch.

3.2. Training global network with staged learning
Our purpose of adopting a stacked u-net in the global
learning is to let the network gradually learn the color mapping. Each u-net in the global network produces an inter3

mediate result of the resized RGB image. Here, we adopt
the summation of l1 distance and multi-scale structure similarity (MS-SSIM) [30] as the loss function of each u-net,
suggested by [38]. We simply aggregate the loss of each
stage to form the global loss Lg as:

We define the loss function of the local training as
Ll =||Iˆp − Ip || + 0.5 × (1 − M SSSIM (Iˆp , Ip ))+
(2)
||Iˆp − Gp || + 0.5 × (1 − M SSSIM (Iˆp , Gp )),
where Iˆp is the estimated image patch, Ip is the ground truth
image patch and Gp is the image patch from the global result, which is the last u-net output.

Li (Iˆi , I) = ||Iˆi − I|| + 0.5 × (1 − M SSSIM (Iˆi , I)),
X
Lg =
Li ,

3.4. Final loss function

i

(1)

We train the full network shown in Figure 1 together with
a combined loss function:

where Iˆi is the estimated resized RGB image from u-net
i, I is the resized ground truth image.
The apparent visual improvement through the stacked unets is shown in Figure 3. This learning schema reduces
the harder problem into several simpler problems, which is
originated from [23, 3]. With this global training schema,
we do not need to put all pixels from the original image into
the network in the training time, or crop a relatively large
patch (1024 × 1024 in [26]) to let the network be able to
learn the global transformation in ISP.

L = Lg + Ll ,
where Lg and Ll are defined in Equation (1) and (2), respectively.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Data set and training setup
We evaluate our method on 3 different data sets:

3.3. Progressive train local network with resized gt

• See-In-the-Dark (SID): proposed by [5], is a RawRGB dataset captured in extreme low-light conditions,
where each short-exposure raw image is paired with its
long-exposure RGB counterpart for training and testing [33]. Images in this dataset were captured using
two cameras: Sony α7SII (raw: GRBG 4-channel
Bayer) and Fujifilm X-T2 (raw: 9-channel XTrans),
each subset contains about 2500 images, with about
20% of them are test images. Besides RAW and RGB
data, their exposure times are provided alongside.

The local sub-network takes 2 inputs, RAW input and
RGB from the global guidance, outputs the final recovered
image. We hope the final result gets as close as possible to
the ground truth RGB image with the training process. In
addition, this sub-network has a fully-convolutional style,
therefore, our network can be applied on images with arbitrary sizes. To achieve these goals, we adopt 2 novel training methods:
1. As shown in Figure 1, we crop and resize the result
from the output of the guidance network to the original size. Then we stack this crop and resized result
with the RAW input. The benefits of performing this
training is that we save a lot of GPU memory during
the training. This idea is originated from Gharbi et al.
[8]. However, instead of directly fusing global features
and local features in [8] by a slicing layer, we use crop
and resize to perform the global guidance.

• Samsung S7: captured by [26], contains 110 different RAW-RGB pairs, with train/test/validation split as
90/10/10. Different to SID, this one does not provide
related camera properties.
• ImagePairs: captured by [27]. For each image, the
meta data such as gain, exposure, lens position and
scene categories were stored. The data set is divided
into train and test sets including 8591 (75%) and 2830
(25%) image, respectively. The ISP used to process the
RAW input is named ARC, which contains more than
20 steps, including both global steps like lens shading correction and auto white balancing and local steps
like denoising and defect pixel repairing. In this experiment instead of using LR/HR pair we use LR and its
raw information in order to train an ISP.

2. To better utilize global guidance, we train this local
sub-network by alternating the guidance input with
cropped resized ground truth. We use the same weight
of the local sub-network, while working in tandem on
resized truth and the current guidance image. As the
guidance image gets closer and closer to the ground
truth, the training of the local network will be converge. This idea is similar to progressive growing of
GANs [14]. The effectiveness of this training is shown
in the ablation study.

For all these 3 data set, we train our model with 2 pairs of
inputs and outputs: resized RAW/RGB and cropped patches
of RAW/RGB, using above-mentioned loss function. We
4
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Figure 3. Global learning: stacked u-nets gradually refine the output resized image to make it approach the ground truth (gt).

choose Adam as the optimizer with an exponetially decay
learning rate, defined as:

1. We implemented and trained DeepISP[26] with 2
small changes: 1) multiply the exposure ratio rate upon
the 4-channel RAW input; 2) use this 4-channel RAW
images as inputs to the network, add a deconvolution
layer before their local branch, since their local branch
only takes 3-channel input. We also randomly crop
1024 × 1024 patches to train, as same as their paper
suggested [26]. The number of residual blocks is set to
16 with the feature size of each convolution layer set
to 64.

iter

lr = 0.001 × 0.5 10000 ,
where iter is the number of iterations. Batch size is usually set to 6 or 8 (almost no difference on the final result
after the convergence in practice), depends on the memory
limit. The training is conducted on a workstation with GPU
Titan RTX 24G. For the sake of comparison, we also implemented Schwartz et al.’s DeepISP method [26] and Chen et
al.’s SID method [5] with smallest necessary changes.

2. Results from [5, 33, 39] are reported in their papers
and related github pages. Results from DeepUPE and
EEMEFN and reported in [32].

4.2. Comparisons

3. Wang et al. [28] achieves similar performance (29.79
on Sony subset) in PSNR by first training their model
on a large set of synthetic images (more than 10k pairs)
produced by [21] and then fine tune on SID data set,
which avoids the over-fitting problem. In addition,
we failed to find the implementation details of their
method in [28], therefore, we do not list this method in
Table 1.

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index are used as quantitative performance
criteria. In addition, we also compare the model size, i.e.
the amount of features.
4.2.1

SID data set

Detailed performance comparisons on SID [5] data set can
be found in Table 1. Although each sub data set (Sony and
Fuji) contains about 1800 training images, the data size is
still very limited. Since many training images are captured
under burst mode, there are only about 180 different scenes.
As noted by Chen et al. [5], it is very easy to run into overfitting. To alleviate this problem, we also adopted data augmentations used by Chen et al. [5]: flip horizontally and
flip vertically. However, we did not use rotation by 90 degrees since there exist apparent horizontal noise patterns in
the RAW inputs.
Our method generates vivid and also closer color (Figure 4(i)) to the ground truth then [26] and [5]. In addition,
results produced by our model do not have unpleasant color
artifact, e.g. 4(c) and (h).
Implementation details of other methods:

4.2.2

Samsung S7 data set

We train both our network and the DeepISP network [26]
on the training set (first 90 image pairs) of Samsung S7 data
set. We train DeepISP network strictly following the settings in [26] with randomly cropping 1024 × 1024 patches
from the images. The number of residual blocks is set to
16 with the feature size of each convolution layer set to 64.
The input is a short exposure RAW image, the output is a
well-lit medium exposure RGB image. The exposure time
ratio is 4. We use this ratio as the property input to our
network. We perform 3 different kinds data augmentations:
flip horizontally, flip vertically and rotation by 90 degrees,
since no apparent noise shown in this data set, see the left
5

(a) RAW

(b) DeepISP

(c) SIDnet

(d) ours

(e) GT

(f) RAW

(g) DeepISP

(h) SIDnet

(i) ours

(j) GT

Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons on SID: red and blue boxes are magnified in the bottom of their corresponding images.

Table 1. Comparisons on SID data set. Best in red and the second best in blue.

Model

# parameters

SIDnet[5]
PerNet[33]
DeepISP[26]
DeepUPE[29]
EEMEFN[39]
Decomposition-and-Enhancement[32]
Our method

Size%

7724748
7724748
668560
N/A
N/A
N/A
3329333

100%
100%
8.65%
N/A
N/A
N/A
43.09%

Table 2. Comparisons on Samsung S7 data set.

# parameters
668560
3329333

PSNR (db)
26.38
28.02

SSIM
0.91
0.92

Figure 5 illustrates the visual comparisons between our
results and results of DeepISP network [26], here both images are chosen from the test set. The results of our method
show closer colors to the ground truth.
4.2.3

SSIM
0.79
N/A
0.85
0.79
0.80
0.80
0.89

Fuji
PSNR (db) SSIM
27.34
0.68
27.63
N/A
22.29
0.78
N/A
N/A
27.38
0.72
N/A
N/A
28.11
0.85

exposure time and lens position. Here, the exposure time
is in micosecond; the lens position is the distance between
the camera and the scene, in centimeters. When modifying
DeepISP net [26] for this task, we tile and concatenate these
4 features with the output of their local sub-network and
feed it to the global sub-network to estimate the quadratic
transformation coefficients. For SID net [5], we simply tile
and concatenate 4 features with the input image, since SID
net is just a huge U-net.

most column in Figure 5. As shown in Table 2, we achieve a
1.64db gain on PSNR and 0.01 gain on SSIM over DeepISP
network on this data set.
Model
DeepISP
Our method

Sony
PSNR (db)
29.18
29.43
26.20
29.13
29.60
29.56
29.73

Table 3. Comparisons on ImagePairs data set. Best in red, the
second best in blue.

Model
DeepISP
SIDnet
Our method

ImagePairs data set

We trained DeepISP net [26], SID net [5] and our baseline network on ImagePairs data set, which contains about
11000 image pairs. All networks read RAW images and associated 4 camera properties: analogue gain, digital gain,

# parameters
668560
7724748
3329333

PSNR (db)
20.30
23.08
29.22

SSIM
0.89
0.90
0.96

Table 3 illustrates the metrics of three models. Our baseline model outperforms at least 6db on the average of more
than 2500 real images.
6

Figure 5. Visual comparisons on Samsung S7 data set between DeepISP network [26] and our method. Sub images in the red box are
zoomed in for a more detailed comparison.

Figure 6 shows the visual comparisons of these methods
on various image categories. DeepISP net [26] has a hard
time to learn the color mapping, since they confine this mapping into a quadratic function. Results of SID net [5] contains block-wise visual artifacts that are similar to results in
SID data set shown in Figure 4.

ble 1. According to Table 4, our baseline achieves the best
performance on both subsets. For Sony subset, removing
1 u-net will reduce PSNR by 0.2db in average; while for
Fuji subset, this amount is about 0.1db. On the local part,
the progressive training schema gives the model a boost of
0.3db on Sony subset and 0.05db boost on Fuji set.
If we compare the results in Table 4 and those in Table 1,
our smallest model (1 u-net) has a relative same size of the
DeepISP model [26], but achieves way better performances
on both subset, i.e. 3db increase on Sony, 5db increase on
Fuji.
To further investigate the effectiveness of different components and the choice of the loss functions, we conduct
another set of ablation studies on Sony subset in SID data
set, as shown in Table 5. Note that our baseline model uses 4
unets in the global guidance sub network, 8 residual blocks
in the local refinement sub network; the basic loss function
is the addition of L1 loss and ssim loss, as shown in Eq.
1 and Eq. 2. Terms “resized from global” in Table 5 are
the metrics of results generated by the guidance networks
(usually blurry). Each row in Table 5 denotes a model that
changes at most 1 component to the baseline model.
We conduct 2 ablation studies on the guidance network,
2 studies on the local refinement network and other 2 studies

4.3. Ablation study
We conduct an ablation study on our baseline model by
removing different parts of it, including using less stacked
u-nets in the global sub-network and removing the progressive local training.
Table 4. Ablation study on SID data set. Best in red and the second
best in blue, PSNR (db)/SSIM are shown.
Model
# param
Sony
Fuji
4 u-nets
3.3M (43.09%) 29.72/0.89 28.11 /0.85
no local gt 3.3M (43.09%) 29.43/0.89 28.06/0.85
3 u-nets
2.5M (32.76%) 29.56/0.89 28.00/0.85
2 u-nets
1.7M (22.43%) 29.43/0.89 27.90/0.85
1 u-net
0.9M (12.09%) 29.07/0.88 27.78/0.85

Here, all comparisons are performed on both subsets of
SID data set [5] with exactly the same training settings described before. 100% of Column Size% is defined in Ta7

(a) RAW

(b) DeepISP

(c) SIDnet

(d) ours

(e) GT

(f) RAW

(g) DeepISP

(h) SIDnet

(i) ours

(j) GT

(k) RAW

(l) DeepISP

(m) SIDnet

(n) ours

(o) GT

(p) RAW

(q) DeepISP

(r) SIDnet

(s) ours

(t) GT

Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons on 4 images with different categories: Tree, Document, Office and Cafeteria, chosen from the test set of
ImagePairs data set.
Table 5. Further ablation study on SID data Sony subset.
PSNR/SSIM
PSNR/SSIM
Model
resized global
Baseline
29.73/0.89
28.60/0.87
4 unets → 5 u-nets
29.76/0.89
28.64/0.87
28.92/0.88
27.93/0.86
remove property layer
loss → L1
29.33/0.88
28.29/0.87
loss → L2
29.08/0.88
28.13/0.87
8 → 4 resblocks
29.44/0.89
28.39/0.87
8 → 2 resblocks
29.48/0.89
28.50/0.87

performance. This observation tells us the current form of
the loss function is effective.

5. Conclusion
The common architecture proposed for transforming
RAW to RGB images takes advantage of the ideas and experiences from the traditional camera ISP pipeline: gradually learning mappings in the global domain and then fix
the local features with fine tuning. This architecture consists of both global and local sub-networks, where the first
sub-network focuses on determining illumination and color
mapping, the second sub-network deals with recovering image details. The result of the global network serves as a
guidance to the local network to form the final RGB images. Evaluations prove the effectiveness of this idea alongside with our training methods. Our method outperforms
state-of-the-art with a significantly smaller size of network
features on various image enhancement tasks.

on the loss functions. On the guidance part, we observe that
using 1 more unet in the guidance sub network will slightly
increase the performance comparing to the baseline; by removing the property tiling layer from the bottlenecks of the
unets, we see a large drop on performances. On the local
part, By switching the current choice of the loss function to
some other forms (L1 solely, L2 solely) will decrease the
8
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